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Home cookin'

Sinking
A look at international problems
that have been ignored.

Page _7

Lady Panthers host Western . ,
Illinois Thursday at Lantz.
Page 12

gains ally in Gulf War Baker forecasts - so~me
multinational
y and Saddam
ally in word, if
Jordan's King
ced the war
Iraq." On the
United States
eeing Iraqi jets ered one of the West's best friends
d the sky with in the Arab world. But he has tilted
parently futile - increasingly toward Iraq in the
, allied military ·Persian Gulf War, and Wednesday
strode firmly onto Baghdad's camp.
ed deep into Iraqi
"This war is a war against all
claimed that 150 Arabs and all Muslims and not
killed in a single against Iraq alone," the king said.
ing 35 children. Although he stopped short of offerplained that the ing military assistance to Saddam,
d its allies were he called on all Arabs and Muslims
Is, mosques and to support Iraq.
President Bush said Hussein's
accusations are "not true" and said
of the Jordanians, "I think they've
made a mistake to align themselves
so closely to Saddam Hussein

against the rest of the world."
Bush, en route to New York for a
speech, rejected Hussein's call for a
cease-fire, saying, "There will be
nothing of that nature until this man
commences a credible, unilateral
withdrawal and then we'll see what
happens." An Israeli official who
spoke on condition of anonymity
called Hussein's speech "the most
comprehensive and most aggressively pro-Iraqi" since the crisis
began. The 20-year unofficial peace
between Israel and Jordan is critical
to Israel's defense posture.
As Iraq severed diplomatic relations with the United States,
Britain, France, Italy, Egypt and
Saudi Arabia, Secretary of State
James A. Baker ill, in Washington,
tried to steel Congress for a long
and bloody fight.
"The military actions now under
way necessarily involve many
casualties, great hardships and
growing fears for the future."

'tough times' ahead
WASHINGTON (AP)
Secretary of State James A. Baker
ill warned Wednesday of "many
casualties, great hardships" ahead
in the war against Iraq as the
Bush administration said ground
warfare was almost a certainty.
In an apparent effort to prepare
Americans for the pains of a
ground war in the Persian Gulf,
Baker underscored the burdens
yet to come.
"The military actions now
under way necessarily involve
many casualties, great hardships,
and growing fears for the future,"
Baker said. "Tough times lie
ahead." At a White House briefing, presidential press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said there probably will be a ground war, inching
beyond President Bush's statement on Tuesday that he was

• Controversy about
SMASH group. Page 3
• SMASH begins letter
campaign. Page 5
"skeptical" the war could be won
solely through the bombing campaign.
Bush declined to say a fullscale ground offensive would be
required. But Fitzwater said, "It's
no secret that at some point it
probably will require ground
forces to reach our final conclusion of getting Iraq out of
Kuwait." Some legislators, concerned about the prospect of large
American casualties against a
dug-in Iraqi ground force, have
called on Bush to rely on the air
war for several more months.

teaches lessons
forei·gn p~olicypeople gathered at
\Vednesday night to
entary about the
- a war which most
young to remem-

tary, was shown to
lessons to be learned
am War, said Mark
economics departrot is active in the
· Coalition for Peace
East and Students in
ith the People of
Tica, the two groups
the documentary.
agrees that we have to
from the past so we
them again in the
id Weisbrot. He also
udience to notice the

parallels between Vietnam and the
war in the Persian Gulf.
The graphic documentary featured testimony from foreign and
American government officials,
former POWs and veterans about
their part in the war. Other film
clips showed the aftermath of the
intense bombing in that country.
Senior Jim Carani said the film
affirmed what he already knew
about the Vietnam War but he said
he does support the war in the
Persian Gulf. "President Bush is
doing the right thing," said Carani.
"Someone has to stop Saddam
Hussein."
Junior Mark Schmeltzer thought
the film was "very powerful" and
timely. "I recognized the parallels
(between the two wars), but I also
saw the differences," said
Schmeltzer. He did not think that
the documentary changed the way
he feels about the war in the Persian
Gulf.

RALPH SORDYL JR/photo intern

Finishing touch
Jennie Mallory, a senior art education maj01; adds the final touches to a painting of a crest for greek court
Wednesday afternoon in the craft depot located in the Martin Luther King Jr. Union.

ck History Month has rich history in itself
News essay contest deadline is Friday
m~•
.

ericans needed to be
their heritage, because
no one knew enough
contributions of blacks
iety.
as the birth of Black
onth.
the month takes on the
• and is meant for all of
recognize the contribuAfro-Americ ans have
em culture.
a time when you want
to share in the pride and
heritage," said Johnetta
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Black History Month 1.991.

• Awards recognize
work with minorities.
Page5
Jones, Eastern 's director of AfroAmeric an studies and minority
affairs.
Eastern 's theme for the month is
"A Celebration of Heritage," symbolizing the people and bringing

-

Friday at 4 p.m. is the delldline for The Daily &stern News' Third
Annual E_ssay contestin celebration of Black History Month.
All Eastemstudenture eligible to participate jn the e-0nteSt and write
on the theme ..A Celeblation of Heritage." Essays should lle Jess than
500 wO'r<iS and depict: the relevance of African heritage ro modem black
American life.
.
Priies will De aw __ · ·
-·second. and third place winners and ,.
honorable mentions. . . _ _
announced at the Miss Black EID .
Pageant -On Feb. 23 - -thdr .
will be published the following .
week on the editorial page.
·jjf fhe lMily &tern News and ·
Student Publications ale nO.t .. •
10 panicipate~

them together to show who they are
and what contributions they have
made to society, Jones said.
Jones added Woodson began the
event in 1926 as "Negro History
Week" to be celebrated in the sec-

ond week of February and coincide
with the birthdays of Abraham
Lincoln and Frederick Douglass.
"He felt that this week was the
perfect opportuntiy to celebrate and
spotlight contributions by Afro-

Americans to the society," Jones
said.
In 1960, the week gradually
expanded to a month-long celebration, due largely to the progress of
the Civil Rights Movement.
"Most felt that a week was not
enough time to celebrate and
accomplish all that needed to be
done during that time," Jones said.
"You could do a lot more in a
month than you could do in seven
days to make more people aware of
celebration."
Gradually, she said, Black
History Month has increasingly
become a worldwide celebration
and many institutions and groups
have decided to celebrate the month

• Continued on page 2
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Comedy ~how spawns new talent
. By RACHEL CORBETT
Staff writer

"Why' d you go to Eastern?
'Cause it's cheap."
It may be simple but true, and for
Bob Piper, it helped him to win the
1991 Certs Comedy Competition
Wednesday night at the Rathskellar
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Host Randy Calvert, who was
last year's winner of the competition and and appears regularly on
the MTV Comedy Hour and the
HBO Comedy Channel, opened the
competition with "Well here we
are. What the hell school is this?
Western? Eastern?"
He went on to talk about why
men never ask for directions. It's

not because men always think
they're right, it's "because at one
time or another we've given directions to guys that are lost" and sent
them to Texas instead of Canada.
The 12 contestants amused the
audience with jokes about television ads, cartoons, and Calvert's
tight sweatpants and long hair.
"Randy's living proof that no matter how long you grow your hair
you can still look bald," contestant
Chris Roller cracked before starting
his routine.
"I always cause trouble like this.
Sorry," first runner up Mary Hogg
explained to the audience as she set
her "Memorial Moldarama Museum Tour" up on a table. She
melodramatically and tenderly
described each wax figure to the

tune of"You Light Up My Life."
Second . runner-up Michael
Rayford asked members of the
audience if they'd fight Mike 'fyson
for $10 million. "You'd have brain
damage, but you've have $10 million." He also commented on condoms. "One size does not fit 'all!
"Commercials are so easy to
make fun of," Calvert told the audience while awaiting the judges'
decision. "The army does more
before 9 a.m. than most people do
all day....Ooh, what a bonus! Where
do I sign? Would I rather be sleeping?" The audience "oohed" and
"ahhed" when Calvert held up the
winner's plaque. When handed the
plaque, Pillar said he'd put it "next
to (his) only 'A' paper on the
'fridge."

today for lunch•••
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FROM PAGE ONE

SHE'LL KISS YOU
AND TELL

Black History
f From page 1
differently.
For example, Turner Broadcasting System (TBS) is
having month-long movies in celebration of Black
History Month and cable channel 30 in Charleston
area is having Black History Month minutes.
"It is nice to look at Eastern's celebration of Black
History Month and then get posters from around the
state to get ideas and sometimes compare the activities," Jones added.
For instance, Illinois State University is having a
"Spike Lee. Festival" and the University of Illinois is
not doing some of the things Eastern is doing, Jones
said.
"Some of the ideas are really good and you find
yourself wondering, 'Why didn't I think of that,"'
Jones said. "But you always have next year."
In the past, she said Eastern had two celebrations Black History Month in February and Black
Awareness Week in April.
"February's activities.would have more seri.ous and

"'

scholarly lectures and the Miss Black EIU pageant and
other activities would be held in April," Jones said.
But throughout the years that Eastern has celebrated
Black History Month, Jones said there has been
increased involvement and more participation in the
celebration.
"More and more groups and departments are getting
involved in the celebration of the month and since a lot
of different people and groups are getting involved, it
is truly a campus-wide celebration," she said.
Each year, committe·~s try to add new and interesting activities to the celebration and this year they have
decided to devote a week to the Civil War.
"We have devoted a time to the Civil War," Jones
said. "The Civil War movies (Public Broadcasting
System) on PBS and the movie "Glory" that will be
shown as a University Board Event in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union will be shown in
together to express the black .man's contribution in that
war," Jones said.
··
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w fraternity stages fi(st mock trial of semester
-law students
e to actually
in a court
uring a mock

experience stuactual courtPre-Law stuof the trial.

''

It is the closest experience students can get to an actual courtroom.

One mock case involved two
contemporary issues, AIDS and
libel. The plaintiff accused her college newspaper of falsely reporting
her having AIDS, which caused her
social, financial and emotional

Bob Motta, pre-law student

problems.
The Sigma Iota Lambda fraternity is part of a national collegiate
competion of pre-law students who
compete for honors in trial procedure. The national competition is

held at Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa.
The team has to participate in
five mock trials before members
can advance to the national competition. Peter Leigh, chair of pre-

legal studies, said the team won
honors in 1989, when the team took
best team and best lawyer awards.
The eight members of the team
are elected by the fraternity and
during the competition switch
between defense and prosecution.
The mock trials also involve 35 to
40 members of the Coles-Moultrie
Bar. These members serve as
judges, commentators and coaches.
Serving as judges Wednesday night
were Steven Davis, director of student legal services and Judge Gary
Jacobs of the Coles County Circuit
Court.
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Senate meeting
controversy
involved group
By SUZANNE OLIVER
Student government editor
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Jim Riemer takes his place among the city fathers Tuesday night at the ,·ity council meeting.

I

~stl)qe~rtt~;tret$, first taste~ 'of-:counci1
J.

By SUZANNE OLIVER
Student government editor

Jim Riemer got his first taste of
Charleston City Council action
Tuesday night as he attended the
council meeting as the newly
appointed student representative.
Riemer was appointed by the
Student Senate to attend the semimonthly Cjty Council meetings as
a non-voting member to bring
ideas on issues concerning the student body.
As can be expected, council
meetings will not always involve
issues pertaining to Eastern 's
campus. However, Riemer plans
to get a better understanding of

the city issues and contribute not
only on student issl}e'S but also
city issues.
"I would like to help out the
city as much as possible," Riemer
said.
For a student representative,
taking a position on city issues
requires the knowledge and background about Charleston. Riemer
hopes to get a handle on the issues
as his experience with the council
grows.
"I want to get to know the city
commissioners and learn from
them," Riemer said.
Riemer said he had questions
on the disputed water bill between
the city and Eastern and the audi-

y an issue behind increased hours
4,000 question - can
come up with that
increase its hours?
ed costs to expand
's weekend services
hours would run
tely $74,000 yearly,
n Luquire, dean of
ices, at Wednesday's
dvisory Committee
supportive of the cons expansion," Luquire
strictly a budgeting
e wi11 be glaa to add
ours if we can get
m somewhere."
presented several overtions to the commitding a breakdown of
is state school libraries
gets of each school.
n's library hours,
more restricted than
most Illinois schools,
JitSt'iti 'r~~ll.rtl~ 't6 .h'o'Ut~'

life ··

:~

at schools with only undergraduate and post-graduate programs.
Although a $74,000 budget
increase may seem exorbitant,
Luquire pointed out to the board
that compared with the current $3
million library budget, the figure
was quite reasonable.
"In the complexion of the total
Illinois library community, we
(Eastern) would still look good,"
Luquire said, comparing Eastern's
budget, student population, and
library hours to other schools in
the event of a budget increase.
The $74,000 increase would
pay for operating costs, which
inclu e the salanes for tile five
additional workers which would
be needed to expand library services.
Luquire informed committee
members he was pleased that students seem to be interested in
more library hours, but reminded
the committee of an attempt to
increase hours six years ago
which resulted in more staff
'meinoers 'tlian library · pa'troris' 6n'

Friday and Saturday evenings.
"I'm not saying we should
judge today's students by the
standard of those students, but we
should perhaps take it into consideration," he said.
Jill Pfeiffer and Mary Kennedy,
Student Senate members and
members of the Library Advisory
Committee, originally proposed
the extension of weekend hours in
response to student complaints of
library availibility.
Pfeiffer questioned whether the
previous hour extension attempt
was publicized, adding that
"Students can't go if they don't
R'.now."
As a result of the possible difficulties of raising $74,000 to
extend current weekend hours,
the senate decided at last
Wednesday's meeting that if a
compromise is neccessary, .the
lengthening of at least Saturday
hours under the current budget
will be their priority.
"We're not going to give up or.
' giVe 'in," s'aid ·Pl'elt'fet:• .· .· ·· "·'' .• :.

tor that will act as a·n arbritor
between the two entities. The
problem occured when city
employees discovered a water
meter in Douglas Hall lot that had
not been read in 14 months. "I
wanted to know how the auditor
was going to be choosen. I think it
is a good idea that they will bring
someone that ·is non-biased,"
Riemer said.
Because the last student representative in 1982 only attended
about five meetings, a strong
communication between the campus and the city was broken. But,
Riemer said that he plans to attend
every city meeting and "participate as much as possible."

An otherwise quiet Student
Senate meeting broke into a discussion between a member of
the University Democrats who
was protesting a resolution to
recognize Students Mobilize
Against Saddam Hussein
(SMASH) as a student organization.
"I do not think our campus
should have organizations that
promote violence as they
demonstrated last Saturday," the
unidentified member said.
Last Saturday about 200 antiwar and pro-war protestors
crossed paths in Charleston
Square with a shouting match
between the two groups that
resulted in no physical violence.
The University Democrat
member said the pro-war protestors, including SMASH members, used abusive language that
may have led to violence.
The senate's response was
that the opinions of the student
members do not interfere with
passing a recognized student
organization. A recognized organization must have a faculty
adviser, .c onstitution and a goal
list to be recognized.
"There are certain guidelines
in the student conduct code that
every recognized organizations
must follow," said Senate
Speaker Kristy Koch said.

Acrobats return to EIU
By DEBBIE CARLSON
Staff writer

The Chines!? Golden Dragon
Acrobats and the Magicians of
Taipei are making a return
appearance to Eastern, offering
a glimpse of the Orient.
According to Shannon Fisher,
performing arts coordinator for
the University Board, the troupe
once performed at Eastern in
front of a sellout crowd in 1985.
"I've seen them at the National
Association
for
Campus
Act1v1ties, tfiey were gooCl," she
said.
The acrobats, which cost the
UB $5,000 to sign, will perform
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in Dvorak

Concert Hall. Tickets for the
event are $1 for Eastern students and senior citizens and $3
for the public. Tickets went on
sale Feb. 4 at the Union Box
Office, she said.
Fisher spoke with an agent
who mentioned the Chinese
Acrobats as a possible event. "I
learned of them the first of
April when the agent brought
them up. I thought it would be
something different in the performance arts area," she said.
Unlike many troupes, the
Chinese 'Acrooats have some
audience particpation as peform
various balancing feats, kung-fu
and magic, Fisher said.

Correction
The budget proposals musf ?~ turned into the Student Senate PY April
l.- . • . . . . . .
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Faculty Senate
should have had
look at new core
In this community, an education is hardly
something worth overlooking.
But apparently when it comes to
Eastern's new general education core, probably the most significant academic issue the
university may address in the coming
decade, the input of Eastern faculty, the
people primarily tasked with refining this
core, doesn't appear to matter that much.
Eastern's Faculty Senate, the body that
represents the hundreds of faculty members
on campus, was overlooked when the final
general education curriculum was presented
to Eastern President Stan Rives last week for
final approval.
The senate's constitution stipulates that
the program proposal must first go through
the Faculty Senate before it is finally
approved and eventually implemented.
And the senate's constitution further stipulates that the senate should examine major
changes in the curriculum and respond to
them within 90 days. Neither happened.
But that may be because of time, the one
thing that isn't on the Faculty Senate's side.
Originally, the deadline for the Council on
Academic Affairs to approve courses for the
new program was in early November. But
since the new program is a such a significant change that timetable had to be
scrapped because the CAA could in no way
sort through the hundreds of proposed
courses in such a short time. The deadline
was then changed to Feb. 1 and the CAA
met that - within three days. Now, in order
for the new courses to be included in the
university' s catalog this faH, the program
needs final approval from Rives on or about
March 1.
Another 90 days in the Faculty Senate's
hands would likely not allow for the courses
to be implemented this fall, for the new
class of incoming freshman.
But the time element of the new core,
and the Faculty Senate's role in it, should
have been considered long ago.
There's hardly concurrence on a single
core or the foundations to build it.
And considering the magnitude of this
divisive issue, the senate should have had
the chance for one last look- and voice.

The motto of this newspaper is 'Tell the truth and don't
be afraid." But that didn't seem to happen at the deadline
on Sunday night. What was reported on Monday by this
paper and others vvere "half-truths."
Half-truths, by definition, do not include the whole story
of a situation. "What happened Saturday in Charleston"
was not exactly "how events unfolded."
First, the moment of silence the pro-war demonstrators
held on the South Quad for troops in the Gulf was the only
time they remained silent all day. They seemed to be more
like anti-anti-war protesters than pro-war demonstrators.
A few Student Moblllzed Against Saddam Hussein
(SMASH) members followed us and our fellow protesters
through campus and up Fourth Street. Their voices vvere
raised, but not In support of the troops they daim to be
honoring. Instead, vve vvere treated to verbal assaults on
our patriotism and questions regarding our allgnmentwlth
Saddam Hussein.
Despite the temptation to respond In a retaliatory fashion, our group successfully Ignored our escorts.
Upon reaching the Square the alleged "confrontation
between the two groups" occurred. This did not happen.
Greeting us was a large group of angry-looking, flagwaving veterans, students and townspeople. A chant of
"U.S.A., U.S.A." was aimed at our group, suggesting our
lack of patriotism. But when vve started up the triumphant
cheer ourselves, it seemed to befuddle the opposition and
they quickly changed their tune.
The News neglected to point out that our group attempted to avoid contact with this mob by allowing a police car to
intervene between the groups. We had stopped, waited for
them to head down the south lawn of the courthouse, then
convened on the courthouse's west steps.
As a rew In our group got up to speak. the crowd of
veterans marched all the way around the building. But
when we attempted to continue our self-educating
protest, the pro-war cro'Nd had to be positioned by police
on the opposite side of the street.

Editorial

Don't get the idea that I'm
knocking the American
system.
Al Capone
'
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Dear editor:
Mob: A riotous or disorderly
crowd ; a lawless crowd. This is the
definition of a mob in Webster's
Dictionary.
According to Russell Stare, a staff
writer for the Times-Courier, that's
what the pro-troop supporters were
Saturday morning as they stood
opposite the anti-war demonstrators
on the Charleston Square. Stare stated that a "peaceful organized rally
turned into a chanting mob that
seemed to have forgotten the main
reason for assembling."
At no time was this so-called mob
riotous, disorderly or lawless. To my
knowledge no one was arrested for
anything, so I don't believe we were
riotous or lawless. Yes , we were
vocal in our support of our troops
but the opposing side was never
threatened in any way.
The article went on to state that
Jennifer Berkshire, march leader for
the anti-war marchers, was quoted
as saying " ' police intelligence '
reports warned protesters that
inhabitants of a bar along their route
were 'not pleased ' with their action ."
It implied that the bar patrons might
confront the marchers in an unruly or
. \'i~~~nt mCltlner, _which , by . t,he way,

- Tara Affolter and Pete Scales were
Jn Saturday's rally.

,
•

Your Turn
Pro-troops crowd
was not a 'mob'

They began to drown us out with truly i
unintelllgent jeers. Some selected chants al
were, "Hippies Go Home," "Smoke Hussein,
"Use Some Soap," "Don't Give Peace a
"Bring Back the Draft." The particularly relevant
cheer even induded a verse about our "mamas.•
One pro-war demonstrator even had the gal
the chant "Blood for Oil." Apparently, this
human llves don't get very good gas mileage.
The News neglected to report any such ~
as the fact that we again ignored their jeers.
the decision of SMASH and others to raise
support of the war. However, vve fail to see
of the aesthetic appearance of our mothers.
A demonstration should provide a forum tor
to voice concerns over issues. Turning such
name calling, vindictive, and intimidating
the purpose of the event for those on both
Much is made about support for the war
troops in Saudi Arabia will hear about the
back home. We fail to see what the
Saturday's pro-war demonstrators accom
than to undermine the "American pride"
hold so high.
Anti-war protesters support the troops as
port them by wanting them to come home
Constitution allows for many forms of su
reverting to name calling and irrelevant
peace vve are all striving for.

~ •

I'

'

they did not. Ironically, the same
"police intelligence" kept the protroop supporters informed as to the
marchers whereabouts.
A large number of the troop-supporters had not attended the rally on
Eastern's campus. My husband and I
were the only ones downtown at
first, then more people joined with
us. It really wasn't an organized rally,
just people coming together to show
their united support. It was very
encouraging to see other people
joining in with us as we walked
around the square. It was a far cry
from the type of demonstrations our
troops saw during the Vietnam era,
and that was the primary reason we
decided to show up Saturday morning. My husband is a combat veteran
from the Vietnam War and he
remembers too well the demoralizing effect anti-war protesters had on
the morale of our troops during that
conflict.
Mr. Stare's related article on page
A3 of the paper is a feature article
meant to show the pro-support side
of this issue. The article on the front
page was supposed to be straight or
objective reporting, or so I thought.
In reality it was full of blatant editorial
writing, slanted toward the anti-war
side and against troop supporters. If
Stare wanted to treat both sides fairly
why didn't he write a separate fea.ture . ?.n..tr~ pe~c~ , su. P.P<? ~te. rs ..

Instead, he chose
al and put it in the
the guise of a
suggest to Mr. S
he keep his edi
place, not on the
wants to find ou
reporting is, he
of WAND's repo
objective, unbl
sides of this very
I'd like to add i
None of us want
at war. My hus
of his life with
abilities incurred
War. None of
people corning
Unfortunately,
and due to hu
likely to chang
exist. The sad

.'

:;:::. ::..
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ative Action awards ban,q uet scheduled
for Affirmative
ting applications for its
quet, which will honor
, individuals or organiificantly helped minoriindividual representing a
'versity may apply. The

awards honor any group that has made a
contribution for equality for minorities,
women, or disabled persons.
Applications for the three $250 Affirmative Action Awards are available in
the Affirmative Action office at l 08 Old
Main, said Rhonda Chasteen, assistant
director of affirmative action. The application deadline is Feb. 15.
"We encourage any group who feel
they have made a contribution (to

Affirmative Action), and would like
some recognition," Chasteen said.
Past winners of the award include the
department of educational administration, the office of student housing, and
the office of the vice president for student affairs, which helped set up automatic door openers in 13 buildings on
campus.
The awards will be presented at the
Sixth Annual Affirmative Action Awards

Banquet on March 6, at the Charleston
Inn.
Chasteen said William Gollnick, assistant chancellor for American intercultural programming at the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay, will be the
keynote speaker. He will speak on educational problems for native Americans and
hopes to make students more aware of
Affirmative. Action efforts for the sometimes forgotten minority, Chasteen said.

Burly beauties

lates recycling plan
E BURRIS

Residence Hall
H) will present

e residence hall
m Thursday at a
nee Hall Associn Carman Hall.
the first day of
id Ileen Grebner,

ls that do particiuipped with a 50which residents
cans. The bo xe s

Pemberton Hall
will soon crown
a 'Mr. Valentine'

Mattoon.
All proceeds from the recycling project will go towards the
Enoch Scholarship. The scholarship, started by NRHH and
RHA, is supported by organizational and residence hall donations.
The projected profit is $1,000
to $4,000 and will depend largely on students' cooperation in
the residence halls.
The recycling program is
only on a trial basis right now,
but Grebner " hopes to continue
it indefinite ly."
In other RHA business this
week, RHA President Eric Fultz
said that RHA will move its
office to Stevenson Hall after
Feb. 11.
Al so , Easte rn delegate s for
the Illinoi s Re sidence Hall
Assoc-iation (IRHA) conference
are gearing up for the statewide
event, which will be held this
weekend.

By LORI TEIBER
Staff writer

will

ate team wins
their perforIMnce.:at. the

forensics criticism
o teams in the top
end event.

ience major Jerry
phomore English
Julian, sophomore
uor Steve Fridel, and
ilosophy major Dan

LIBBY SHAWGO\Staff photographer
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ONE-TOPPING PIZZA
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
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I
I

ONLY

$622AX
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GYNECOLOGISTS
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I
I Buy any medium pizza at the regula r
I
I price. and get up 3 meat or:'> veggi I
toppmgs Jor ;,oc ead1.
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SMASH wants to write

r----------------,
IARGE

$1.00 Longnecks
$1.00 Wine Coolers

I

me.nr.::.sai<t.J,an)ef Omley, direc- :John Outh11e, a 'Speet1t-voorn1iilrlroiions majoi-. and Rase/yne Mathews,
tor of the debate te.am. "It was a foreign languages majo1-. consider huying class rings Wednesday in
the first tournament of the year Union . Salesmen from the Herff Jones company were there all day.
and it was one of the largest
tournaments. I am very pleased
they are able to compete well at
be maintained, he said.
By SHEILA TAYLOR
the national level.
Ronna said he got the idea after
"I think we are making very Staff writer
he
noticed a sheet of servicemen's
good progress (over past years,)"
names
posted for his fellow
Receiving
mail
can
boost
spirits,
he added . " We are winning
National
Guard troop. "I asked a
especially
for
the
troops
stationed
awards at every tournament we
few people on my floor if they
Gulf
who
are
far
in
the
Persian
attend and that is something that
from home; a simple letter can give would think about writing to
hasn't happened in the past."
them," Ronna said. "Then everyan emotional lift.
Conley said some of the teams
John Ronna, founder of Eastern 's body was knocking at my door for
Eastern defeated included chapter of Students Mobilized the addresses. I hope this spirit
Vanderbilt University and Miami Against Saddam Hussein (SM- spreads around campus."
University in Ohio.
Ronna said that by distributing
ASH), said he plans to start a camThe next tournament will be in pus wide campaign encouraging copies of servicemen's addresses, it
Kansas City, Mo., at the Unive- students to send letters to the men will be easier for students to write
to the troops.
rsity of Missouri. About 45-50 and women in the Gulf.
Students may get the addresses
By
"adopting-a-serviceman"
teams will be competing in that
from
the Ford Hall bulletin board.
through
letter
writing,
hopefully
a
event, Conley said.
positive morale of the troops could

I
:
I
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As impossible as it sounds,
the 200 women of Pemberton
are going to share one sweetheart after Thursday, when the
hall ' s Mr. Valentine Contest
1991 decides the man most fitting for the honor.
Si x Eastern i::nen will compete
for the title at ;1 p .m . in the
Pembe~ton Hall loun ge. "It' s
like a ·beauty contest for guys,"
said Kasey Kline, the chair for
the event.
The contestants were chosen
from _!l kind of poll of each
floor ' s residents , Kline said.
Other than that nomination, no
requirements had to be met.
The contestants
model
four changes of clothing to
allow everyone to get a good
look at them, Kline saig. Those
include casual wear, evening
wear, workout attire and an outfit showing school spirit.
Mr. Valentine, who will
receive a sweatshirt as a prize,
also will be chosen based on the
results of a spontaneous question-and-answer session, Kline
added.
In addition to the Mr.
Valentine contest, other halls
jumping into the Valentine ' s
Day spirit include Andrews ,
Carman and Lawson halls.
Each will sponsor the sale of
balloon-grams and heart-shaped
Valentine-grams with a carnation.
" Sales began with a slow
start, but it is beginning to pick
up," said Teresa Johnson, the
Andrews hall sales representative.

,\11/ n tlul u·ilb 1111;· r>1/1t1ro1kr 1/14.' f n;e/IJU,11

ldiho'Mllll l1~1;m~J.• 111-w/aliit' J:'(j•ll•·-· -~ 11191
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AT TED'S
Thursday

11
a.-:1

MILLER DRAFT NIGHT
50¢ LARGE COLD DRAFTS
25¢

$1

HOT DOGS & POPCORN

Screwdrivers
Amaretto Sours

Rum & Coke
Blue Tail Fly

T-Shirts, Hats (etc.)
Giveaways
come see Lisa (DJ)
playing dance music
by Johnny Gill, Young MC,
MC Hammer, Pebbles, Vanilla
Ice, Bell-Biv DeVoe, etc.
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Pagliai's Pizza

QUIZ#3
BRING IN COUPON•
RECEIVE FREE BASKET
OF FRIES WITH

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke

PURCHASE OF PITCHER

EXP. 217/91
WHICH ONE OF THESE
FRIENDS a CO.
SPECIALS IS A GREAT
DEAL?

For the Low Price

$7.95

A. 50¢ Burgers
B. 40¢Fries
C. $1 .25 Rail drin~
D. 75¢ Drafts
E. ALL OF THE ABOVE

Not valid with any other.offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400

FRIENDS
SOY Vin BONH

Expires 3/23/91

Sick and.
tired of
sliding your .
way to classes?

Double Diamond,
Harp,
l!:i Guinness

will feature ·everything
from the oil.on your ·
back to the ticket that
gets you therel

Also

Steak Nite
8 oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin
Homemade fries,
Pasta, Slaw

•

•

4.

~~Rl~G BR~A~fA~~IO~ G~ID~

$1.50

$6.95

2.
3.

The Daily
Eastern News

Import Draft
Day
. Wood Pecker
Cider,

l. Essays should reflect the theme of Black Histoiy M

•

.
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,..
&

•

...

.,..

.

.,.....

;.
6.
7.
8.

Celebration of Heritage." Essays should depic.t the rele\
heritage to black American life today by explaining and
on traditions and values.
Essays should be ;oo words or less, typed and double-s
All student~ registered at Eastern Illinois University, ext'qlt
ing at 1be Dai{v Eastern News or Student Publications,
participate in the contest.
,
Entries must be submitted to 7be Dailv Eastern Nert'S
Buzzard Gym, Buzzard building, no lat~r than 4 p.m. F ·
Judging will take place during the week of Feb. 11-1;
three faculty members and one student. Entrant
remoYed from the essays to ensure impartiality.
TI1e judges will selec.t first, second and third place \\ ·
two honorable mentions.'
Winners will be announced and prizes will be awa
Miss Black EIU Pageant on Saturc.lay, Feb. 23.
TI1e top three essays and photos of the authors \\ill
1be Dai{I' Eastern Nett'S during the last week of F
&1ern Nell's rese1Yes the right to edit essays for space

.·
,,. ...

/udr 's

I ia II 1iu1 r k

THE GOLDEN

•vE

.Show L
CHUNKS
your devotion with a

Valentine's Personal·
in The Daily Eastern News
14 words for $1.40
Artwork $1.40 - Red Color $1.40

COMB

I ~s
-

DUGOUT
Noble

~

Flower Shop

~

Jerry's

Your personal will appear in Thur. Feb. 14th
·
Deadline is Mon. Feb. 11th at 2pm I

•••••••••••••
Name

----------~

Phone

-~----

Address

-------------------

Message _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~-

CHECK BOX: 0 RED COLOR ($1.40 EXTRA)
Circle Art Choice ·
A)
-

•

.

B)

C)

&

I

•

Pizza l!t Pub

~

JOHN

~INYART

~County Computer
Co11;nections

ose
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ING DOWN WITH THE SHIP
ill stay afloat and Who is drowning amid the turmoil the world now faces?
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For awhtle, the rest of the world · ·· f:r:om findfog a feasible e®rgp J)91icy
looked on as the Polish pebpfe and the ;; tq fixing ..the country•s failed financial
people of both Germanies both suf- sy$tem, domestic problems are,plenti~
fered and celebrated. But for at least fuL
·
the last six months, those countries
"The,m oney we're going to spend in
have been taken out of the news and fighting this war is-, not going to be
themselves have taken to watching the spent lighting·the wars 1n domestic polnews unfold in the Middle East, along icy;" Wandling said,
·
with the rest of the world.
And that includes the country's
"It's like when you have a hangover health care system. which Faust named
and wake up to all the Middle East as one of the worst problems in the ·
problems," Faust explained.
United States today.
'
The same goes for other countries
"I would be willing to pay more taxes
such as the battle-weary nations of to deal with domestic programs which
South Africa, where the population rate. need to have funding attention," Faust
is growing on the average by 3 percent, added.
while production is growing at only
The recent $1.45 trillion budget proabout 2 percent.
'
posal from Bush has promised to
"As far as"many places go, life is address domestic problems, but for
very harsh," Faust said. "Governments Faust, it's all done with "magic, mirrors
are very hatsb .and they oppress their and smoke."
own people~"
··._'
"He:s not · ~t:~atln!}~w money,"
And the Gulf situation only com- Faust said. "He'sjust tal<lng it from despounds that.
ignated funding. It's just.ii political gim· "The Third World countries are very mick reducing federal control."
much in trouble because of the short~
The new budget would include a
age of oil," Lateef said. "The oil that is spending-increase of about 2.6 percent
available is very expensive."
per year~ and cuts that could amount to
Even more troubling for Lateef, a reduction of more than $46 billion
though, is the question of what will for domestic programs over a five.;.year
become of the Middle.East countries period.
after the war is done.
.
,,. One domestic problem that habitually
"Are you going to ·bu.ild up Iran is overlooked but Wandlin.g believes
now? Syria.1JOW?" he.~ked. . . . ,, t:Wsetves attention ispoverly. "I fil'ICi it
Jn'' c9ntrast to the "ri~worl4 oroor,'-' disturbing that one ofevery,five children
..
· .;\,,,. .. . ·. .· ·. . ,, woUk{do that.(attack·Baltic. states}~ He's.,. "Vbt~~ ls based o.n mutuaJ se.e:uritY: ..: ~thet{nitedStatesarepoor/' h¢said. ·
e C()U.ntrtes a#dJk>lihBar hi betwe~n'<the hardliners and . the~: tnfough cooperatipn, manY. ()f th~se "· ii As welt•. the potenti;ll energy probthatc,.b.\ 1aetr!1,fat,lst ..said reformers,\~;.,:~~' 'i; ,,,,
<
Middle Eastern coontrieS are. based 00 lems the country now faces trouble

"While the military of the party may
have physical power, they cannot .make
the. thing work," he added. And if the
communist system continues to crumble as it has, with violent results, the
people may be compelled to turn to
someone new.
AFthis time, the likely thorn in
Gorbachev's side has been Boris
Yeltsin, the outspoken and rebellious
president of the Russian Republic.
Containing one-half of the Soviet
Union's 270 million people, Yeltsin's
area of control is the largest of the
~·ve heard how for many country's 15 republics.
r mothers "Saddam" is
''As Gorbachev continues to become
[Of choice for their babies, more of a person suspended in air,
the wake of the war that people will turn to Yeltsin," Faust said.
orge Bush's nephew has Like the late dissident and ·physicist
National Guard, among Andrei Sakharov, Yeltsin has the power
ow Gulf-related stories, of popularity behind him because of his
-~en mi!!_Sil;:lg_? "---:.. ~. .....,~ belle.fs'tbat.the SWlet~states should be
the answer to that is quite a able to vote for·or. a{tainst their indeoad and at home. These pendence.
pale in comparison with the
Meanwhile, as Yeltsin is gaining
, but they are important speed, many wonder what direction . They're things we might other than down - that Gorbachev may
t for the kind of "tunnel be going. ''Three weeks ago I would
west tends to suffer from, have said no," said polttical science
~- nee Professor John Faust Professor Abdul Lateef of the possibility
~
that Gorbachev may topple with his
,. rican people in. the politi- empire. "But now I have my doubts."
' can only hold -so ,much in
Still, Latee.f does adrnit that
· ctt one time," .Faust. said. Gorbachev !Jlay be comp~µed by the
g else Jµst _gets P,ushed position he's)n, "J'erf\aps, anypne
"
,,_________
, anti-draft protesters
e battle cry - no pun
out poetically, "Hell
"
·
today, why should they?
, high-fidelity reporting of
other national medium
sights and sounds of the
Gulf War home to bilaround the country and

'ii

,.,

"'"

~~d{~';:~l~&;:~~::~~now .' EtC:t:~~Jt~ w+~~~;
sand

, the plan may be backfiring
t Union's lace as the Gulf
with the Lithuania attack,
e jeopardized the Summit
the superpowers that was
of the biggest harvests last
yet the system is not workust said of the faltering Soviet
y.

. Solidarify''t l®der Lecff.Wafosa is
on for 1,000 years/' .
. ..· . .
president of Polandi which still iS strug.
So that even if the people in the'
gling to find its feet and walk with area don't like Iraqi leader Hussein,
them.
many will be swayed. by his spit-in-the"He's there, but you just "don't hear face attitude toward the Western world,
about him," Faust said. And that also Faust said.
doesn't mean he's doing nothing.
Meanwhile, it's precisely the
Actually, Faust said, the country is Western world the United States needs
going through drastic change right to be concerned with, political science
now.
assistant professor Richard Wandling
"To the Polish people I think this is said.
nothing new," he said. "They've suf"I don't want to say that the war's
fered so much that I think they figure not important, but there's a danger
they can suffer some more. "
here, too," Wandling said.

utgv;i\~uh ,th'ese·"pr . ...
o . rs throughout both the. Middle East
and elsewhere, Bush echoes .the hopes
of many when he speaks of peace 'and
the "new world order/' two terms many
believe could be used synonymously.
"The 'new world order' was built on
the idea that peace would come from
peaceful solutions and western-type values," said Faust of the buzz words being
tossed freely by Bush and others.
"The 'new world order' is kind of a
vision," he added. "Maybe it's going to
come true. "

Aword on Black History Month •••
c::>

RiTAGE

Hist:ory Mon.$ 1991

History always has an impact. But the culture of the Afro-American peoples is typically one we don't pay attention to as much as we should. That's what the symbolism of Black History Month is all about. Black Americans
have played a significant role in shaping American culture. And it's appropriate that after decades of persecution,
we finally recognize them for their achievements.
The Daily Eastern News is sponsoring an essay contest to accomplish that very thing. Anyone can participate,
the contest is not exclusive to minorities. And those who do participate have a chance at winning prizes from
more than 20 different sponsors. The important part though, is that we learn to recognize the accomplishments
of Black Americans. And that's what the essay contest is all about. For more details, see pages 1 and 2 of today's
edition of The News.
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D.AY
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MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's 903
18th St. Open t-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment. 345-1150

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
Ail classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected. or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation . Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-Volt.

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS ·Full time mom, attorney dad ,
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
adopted preschooler offer your
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
infant strong family values, lots of
love, security and gentle humor.
CHILDREN. CONCEPTION TO
BE
BY
ARTIFICIAL
Medical/legal paid. Please call
INSEMINATION
PLEASE
our attorney collect: 708-295STATE YOUR FEE. CONTACT:
0070.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca217
NOEL P. KEANE, DIRECTOR,
INFERTILITY CENTER OF NEW
ADOPTION: Happily married, ]
secure couple, wish to adopt a
YORK, 14 E. 60TH STREET,
STE. 1240, NY, NY 10022. 1-212white newborn. Will give lots of
love and security. Legal and
371-0811 MAY CALL COLLECT.
ALL
RESPONSES
confidential. Call 618-462-9144 or
CONFIDENTIAL.
call collect: (708) 940-9532: Carol
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca 211-15
and Robert
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/21
Residential facility now accepting
applications for Assistant Activity
PRAYERS ANSWERED YOURS
Director, Activity Aides , aml
AND OURS. Are you praying for
your baby to be raised in a small
Habilitation Aides. Inquire
between 9-4 Mon. thru Fri. at 738
town, by a full-time mom (former
18 th Street. EOE
pediatric nurse) and devoted dad
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _215-00
(whose career is couns.eling
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
children)? We are praying to
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
share our love and blessings with
HOME .
CALL
FOR . a child of our own. Private
INFORMATION 504-641-8003
adoption and medical, legal and
EXT. 9202.
counseling expenses paid. Call
Steve/Janet collect after 5 pm or
----------~218
We
need
ambitious
weekends at 309-827-3180 or our
attorney, Theresa, 309-686-1089
underclassmen to train for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/13
advertising sale positions. Apply
Daily Eastern News.
Classifieds Work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/3
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _· ha~OO

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTID
WANTID
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&.

COLORADO SUMMER JOBS:
Anderson Camps in the Rockies
near Vail, seeks caring,
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient
individuals who enjoy working
with children in an outdoor
setting. Counslers, Cooks,
Wranglers, Riding Instructors,
Nurses will be interviewed on
February 13. Sign up, get
application at Placement Center,
Student Services Building.
Questions? Call us at 303-5247766

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.

APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _513

Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished
apartments McArthur Manor 3452231

-~---------513

Three and four bedroom houses
and apartments. One block from
campus. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3

Responsible student for furnished
apt. uptown own bedroom. water
and heat included $145/mo. Call
345-3314
---------~2112
FOR SUMMER 91: TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APART.
WITH DISHWASHER. ACROSS
FROM OLD MAIN. 348-5916.

3 Spring Subleasors. House, 1/5
utilities, Rent negotiable, 1/2
block from Campus. Own rooms.
348-8256
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 211,5,7
Starting Fall 3 bedroom houses,
121 O 3rd street, 1806 11th street,
4 bedroom house 319 Madison, 5
bedroom house/duplex 314 Polk
1/2 bedroom apts 415 Harrison.
Call 348-5032
___________218

----------~217

Nice one bedroom apartment,
very near campus, range, refrig,
drapes provided, no pets, 2
people max, $325/mo. 345-4220
or 581-6236.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _218

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS For
2-3 students close to EIU. Ten
month lease. Call Rentql Services:
345-3100 between 3-9 pm

r··._. . .

~

,

_,, SPRING BREAK

fOUTH PllDRE

• High qullllylfl.MO
btaclllronl accommodations for 7 a:lllng nighls.
• Round trip charterld molor colCll.

l

• Frie pool deck parties, actMties, & ;
promotions.

•Inter-Campus Programs l.D./lllscount
canl.
• On-location staff for complele
assistance.
• Al taxes, tips, & service charges

included.

"3101
I'a141
~--

HOUSES FOR R
bedrooms, 1 block
for undergraduate
students for the
school year. Loca
1921 9th, 1609 9th,
1915 9th, and 1720
appt. 348-0440.
3 to 4 bedroom. 1
Available 8-15-9
phone 235-1640
4:30 pm or 1-2
a message.

FALL APARTMENTS Furnished
close to E.l.U. excellent condition.
Parking, no pets 345-7286.
CIU CIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIVCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIUCIVE:IVCIUC:IUCIVCIUCNC
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EIU
EIU

E!8 Basketball Double H
EIU
EIU
EIU

Ei8EIU Women

EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU
EIU

vs.
Bradley
5:15 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 9
Lantz Gym
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The

CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - -- Students D Yes

;.: -~~suffering from
.- 34Thackeray
1 Makes a
character's
decision
instrument?
5 Checks'~
39 "That would not
10 Sale term
lift--": Yeats
14 Milne favorite
42 Finnish author:
15 like xenon
1861 _1921
16 Table game
43 Actress Shire
17 His, in Le Havre 44 Rock singer's
nourish?
18 Sub's ears
47 Suffix with host
19Adjust
48 Comedienne
20 Actress's
intelligence?
Imogene
23 Item in the
49 TV studio
sky?
apparatus
24 Bud·s partner
52 Network letters
25 Part of A.O.
54 Persian poet
26 Chatter
57 Strange gadget
27 Pitches Seaver 58 Balderdash
served
59 Actor's
31 Hiatuses
fastener?

ACRoss -·

Eastern News

oany

0 No

0 ates to run ______________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ ______Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or reluse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

WTW0-2

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Toni ht
Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

News

·_67 Equal, to Henri
• 68 A first name in
architecture
69 Love
70Yegg'starget
71 James Bond
adversary
72 Descartes and
Auberjonois
73 Trap, in a way

DOWN
1 Iridescent
mineral
2 It's sometimes
played in water
3 See the sights
4 Protection
s Trouble
6 Wild ox of
puzzledom
7 High l.Q. group
8 Seafood
delicacy
9 Fibrous
10lnclined
11 Comedian's
drinks?
12 District in Asia
Minor
13 Polished
21 Hammer at an
angle
22 Honor
27 Catch flies
28 lion portrayer
29 Musician's
bird?

33

39
44

58
64

68
71

30 Assurance
32 Govt. homebuilding org .
35 "The Sweethear~ of Sigma

46 Ma and Pa of

films
SO Loser to D.D.E.

51 Abhor

52 Set of principles

36 Mayor Dink ins 's 53 Louis or Ali
predecessor
155 Adobe
37 Word with sun
construction
or moon
38 History
40 Sgt. or cpl.
41 Ornamentation
45 Type of urn

WCIA-3
News
News
Entertainment Tonigh Cosby Show
Top Cops
Father Dowling
Flash
Fantasies
Good S rts
Knots Landing
Prime Time
Live
News
News
M•A•s•H
Love Connection (10:35

Night Court
Cosby
Different World
Cheers
Win s
L.A. Law

64 Go~t. branth-;v;
66 Articulate

Nightline (11 :05)
Rick Dees (11 :35)
..

t

College
Basketball:
Arkansas at
Houston
College BB:
Vir inia at
Duke
1978 NCA
S ortsCenter
College
Basketball

••••••

MacGyver
Murder, She
Wrote
Movie: The
Incredible Hulk
Returns
Miami Vice

Under 18...
Night Court
Movie:Sing
Movie:
Sensation 1945
News
Night Court
David Cassid
Movie

MacNeil Lehrer

E.N.G.

This Old House
Yankee Workshop
Vietnam : A
Television Hist.
Mystery!

L.A. Law
Movie:
Mind over
Murder

Being Served?
Movie:
The Devil &
Miss Jones

Tracey Ullman
Molly Dodd
Spenser:
For Hire

Cheers
Night Court
Simpsons
Babes
Beverly Hills.
90210
Gunsmoke
Andy Griffith
Arsenio Hall

Rendezvous
World Monitor
TerraX
Beyond 2000
Adventurers
Dive to Adventure
Vietnam
Timewatch

Party Machine
.. <.

"~

••

across street
zzard Bldg.
ble Feb. 15,
td, carpeted,
nsmoker, No
oslt. Prefer
or Two girls.
_ _ _.2111

Mac + 20M Hard Drive For Sale.
Take best offer. Call Jon 345-4787.

PHI SIGS: Good luck with Rush!
The AST's back you all the way!

GOVERNMENT SEIZED: Vehicles
from $100. Fords Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus.
Buyers Guide. 1 -805-962-8000
Ext. S-9997

Invite me to your next after-bars
Valentine, etc. No charge to
come. Max's Munchies 345-2620

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

79 Trans-Am 77,000 actual miles,
black w/ gold no rust nice car.
581-2181

--------~2111

Sofa $200, coffee table $50,
Lamps $25. 348-5856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
1981 Datsun 310 4 cyl, 4 speed
runs good, economical, $450.
Call 348-7986 after 4 pm.

LOST: EIU ID holder containing.
EIU ID and Drivers License. If
found return to DEN

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

LOST: 1 leather glove (black).
Name inside glove. Please Call
348-5830 and ask for Paul.
Reward.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

FOUND: Black Lab. Approx. 8
months old. Found on 2/3 Call
345-6958

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

-----------'2111
Application
for
Student
Government Elections Co-Chair
are available in Room 316 of the
Union. Deadline is Friday, Feb. 8
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,218
Get your Valentine a PRETTY
ROSE! Sam Rose Sale now
going on in CH.

_ _ _ _ _.5/3
Sys and mic AP
& 10 Blank Disks.

$35.
- - - : : - : - _.5/3
tereo 150 watt
8 chrome wheels
40 4 saw blades
348-1820
00
~E::-:T=:R::-:0:-:0:-::P:-::S.,-!:-:-:With
Apparel. T-shirts,
hats available at
Department and
Village

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,218

LOST: Royal Blue Land's End
jacket. Nike keychain with key
and gloves were inside. If found
call 581-5852. No questions
asked.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

Happy Birthday JENNIFER
CLEARY!!! Hope you have a great
one! Love, Todd, Jeff, and Doug.

---------~217

DAR: Hey MARATHON MAN:
would you like to take a trip to
Mattoon for some PB and J?
Rah

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

PHI SIGS: Good Luck during
Rush. I know you will· do a fine
job! Rick.
ANN MARIE KUTSOR: Happy
21st Birthday! We love you!! Vicki
and Rose
Amy Parker: Congratulations on
being elected Alpha Garn
Treasurer! Love • Your Roomies

---------~217

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

TYSON GRAHAM: Thanks for
everything • you are an awesome
A·G brother! Your sweatshirt is on
the way!! Love, Seann

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

PHI SIG HOUSEGIRLS: I can't
wait to sing the dinner song. PHI
SIG LOVE, Cathy

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

PHI SIGS: Keep up the good
work! It is going to be a great
Rush!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

JENNIE: You are the best mom I
could ever have! PHI SIG LOVE
Your Daughter Robin

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

Happy B-Day Scotto! I hope you
have a great day- Love, Mary.
P.S. Don't miss tomorrow's paperl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

For a HOT, WET, and WILD
ADVENTURE in the sun at
Daytona. Call Kristi 345-6317.
-----.C-~-~~-_
- 21.27

TOM CRUISE: Have a Great
Weekend. (Dramatic Pause).
Three squeezes! Smile for me.
DMW

Chrissy-Thanks for being the
BEST mom ever! I love ya to
death! SIG KAP Love and mine
Mindie

----::-:------'217

Mama Julie/;,rhanx for being my
special friend and mom. I love
you tons. Alpha Garn love, Kiddo
Lisa

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men- Women.
Summer I Year Round.

coming to
tzOym

., Feb. 13

0 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus Free travel.
Caribbean , Hawaii, Bahamas,
South Pacific, Mexico.

CALL NOW!
Call refundable.

1-206-736-7000,
Ext. c296

520 N. 19th Mattoon
258-8919

I~~~
,,..,..,..,
~st/}~
. . . [REM~j

O.JX

Hobbes

JENNY PHILLIPS: Thanks for
everything.
You
are
an
AWESOME mom!! AG love and
mine BETH

SIGMA KAPPAS: Thanks for a
great party Tuesday night. Can't
wait to party again! From the
tropical boys of Delta Chi

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

SIGMA Pl: Thank you for a great
activation party. Love, the SIG
KAPS

SCOTTO: Happy Birthday to you
as you reach 22. You are getting
up there in years, so let's cope
with some beers! Love, your
roomie, LP

The Men of Sigma Pi would like
to wish Good Luck to the Women
of Phi Sigma Sigma during Rush!

JEFF VOLTZ: Congrats on going
active!! I am so proud of my OTO
Dad. AG love Beth.

---------~217

DELTA CHI: We had a great time
at the Luau. Love the Ladies of
Sigma Kappa

Tri Sigmas LOVE their new
initiates!! You guys did a great job!

SUSIE LEVY: Thanks for being a
GREAT GRANDMA!! AG love
and mine Beth

SEN RAYMOND: Congratulations
on going active! I am very proud
of you! Love, Jalayna

You are doing a terrific job during
your I-Week. Your Alpha Sig
sisters are so excited!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _217

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,217

LOST: Lhasa Apso • white & tan
Call 348-1288/

LEE CURTIS AND MEG
GRIMLER Thanks for being
"WITHIN MY REACH" Love, Paul
W. (Sorry RAMPAGE!)

America Marketing Association will have a Speaker meeting tonight at
7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Rm. 17. Tim Brenner the President of the
Midwest Professional AMA Chapter will be speaking.
R.O.T.C. will have LAB today at 3:00 p.m. in the Union/Gallery. LAB will
consist of a variety of interesting and informative classes given on Military
equipment, such as the M-16 and M-60 machine guns and the M-203
grenade launcher, to name just a few.
Society for Advancement of Management will have a Speaker/Meeting
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 122. The speaker will be Kirk Heissel,
production manager, KRAFT, Inc. Mattoon. All majors and new members
welcome.
Phi Gamma Nu will meet today at5:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 017.
Society for Human Resource Management will have a chapter meeting
and speaker today at 6:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Rm. 21.
Alpha Psi Omega will have Valentine's Day Surprises Sign-up today,
Friday Feb. 8, Mon. Feb. 11, & Tues. Feb. 12 from 1-5 p.m. all days in
Theatre Lobby-Fine Arts Center. Alpha Psi Omega is sponsoring special
services for Valentine's Day including the following: Singing Telegrams,
Shakespeares Sonnets, and Deliveries of Jumbo Heart Shaped Cookies
personalized with a message of your choice. Sign up and payment will be
on the listed days only.
Unity Gospel Fellowshlp will have a Bible Study today at 5:45 p.m. in the
Sullivan Room-Union.
Residence Hall Association will meet today at 5:00 p.m. in Carman Hall.
Eal1y dinner starts at 4:05 p.m.
Wesley Foundation will have a Choose Life Bible Study tonight at 6:30
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. We will be studying Ephesians • Hebrews
during this semester for 13 weeks. You are invited to participate. This
group will meet gvery Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Pl Omega Pl will meet today at 6:30 p.m. in 334 Lumpkin Hall. Please
remember to bring $5.00 for chapter dues. AH executive board members
remember to bring file folders. Thank you.
Newman Catholic Center will have a presentation by Fr. Phil Kaufman on
'Why You Can Disagree and Remain A Faithful Catholic" tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Effingham Room • Union.
Newman Cathollc Center will have Mass today at Noon in the Paris
Room - University Union.
Campus Bible Study wlll be today at 12:00 Noon In the Qakland
Room, Union. The Chapter for this week Is Matthew 18.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowshlp will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Rm, Union. Andy Schroeder will be speaking on
Forgiveness. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME!
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL tonight at 6:00 p.m. in front of Old Main. A time for
peaceful reflection and prayer for the troops in the Middle East. People of
all viewpoints welcome/not a time for demonstrations or rallies.
Intramural Wrestllng entry deadline is today. For more information
contact the Recreational Sports Office at 581-2821 .
SHEA FASHION MERCHANDISING will meet today at 5:15 p.m. in KH
11 o. The manager from Claire's will be speaking on accessory and
management tips. Non-Members Welcome.
Association of Honors Students will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the
Library Lecture Hall. Dating Game follows.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone.
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It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News will run your
CLASSIFIED AD for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 ~ems). All items must be priced .

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Name: ___________________
Address:

Phone:

-------

Dates to run ___________

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ Person accepting ad _
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _

. _· f':I~ · :v?r_d?i~'!Y~

Amount due:$

_

_
_

_

The Dally Eastern
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We have the
Valentine's6 ,,. .~·
__....__ ·nay cards ·::· for you! \,.~·-·o·o ·o'•';

TANS

4

15 Tans for $40
1O Tans for $30
4 Tans for $15
Wolff Suntan Beds

I
I

505 W. Lincoln

--=====:=L,

348-8883

your Valentines."
11 .... Tll-'k

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
1
I

P.O.Box 254

Clarendon Hills
Illinois 60521
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Judy's Hallmark Shop
West Park Plaza, Charlesto

*Dance Music All Night*
Pool Tables
Bocci Ball
Darts

348-5473
Mon-Sat. 9-9

Sun 12-5

INCRBDIBLB BREATHTAKING!
STUNNING!

CHINESE GOLDEN
DRAGON ACROBATS
AND MAGICIANS

Low Weekend Rates!

3395

..... nowt.,_

............. llt

$2.50 Pitchers
$1.25 Amaretto Stone Sours
$1 Domestic Longnecks

We feature GM cars
like this Pontiac Grand Am.

$

L..iWIUC...vY"""'

ALL NIGHT

Send check or money 1
order for $12.50+ $2.95 I
per shirt for shipping and I
handling to:
I

NIF-TEES

'Ill[<>'[ ....

1>

No CovER
I

Specify S M L XL

·Q

we have cards for all

TONIGHT

I

4

From Shoebox Greetings
to Yesterday's Treasuresr---:::=--:::--

JUSr DO II.
Saddam in rifle scope
sites silkscreened on
quality tee shirt.

•

a day

With unlimited mileage
Fora mid-size car

Minimum two day rental. Rate does
not include gas, tax or optional
P.A.I. Car must be returned to
original location. Vehicles subject
to availability. Some restrictions
mayapp1y.

;•

.
FEBRUARY 12, 1991
8:00 P.M.
DVORAK HALL
Jo-•

,'

.,

·

~

~National Car Rental®

;

,:'

Plea<>e mention this ad when making reservations.

$1 EIU Studens w/ID
$3 Public

Coles County Airport

235-1898

COLES COUNTY'S
LARGEST SELECTION
OF ATHLETIC SHOES!

4.0
Denise Dolak
Angela Wadsworth

RUSSELL SPORTSWEAR

3.5 - 4.0
Jennifer Baldridge
Tedra Brown
Dana Cudden
Nicole Guglielmo
Debbie Jacober
Kristy Koch
Heather Jeske
Amy Laymon
Diane Mabrey

CLOSEOUT BASH!!
THURSDAY - SUNDAY

RUSSELL RUSSELL
IRREGULAR HOODED &
HIGH COTIONS

(10W s525 !i NOW 5~
NOW.40% 00 !i

NOW 40~ Off •,

.

0

.

·G

Liz Maggio
Erin Mahoney
Carol Mathis
Karen Marosi
Nicki Mitchell
Jennifer Sauer
Kristin Schoonover
JoBeth Ulz

Shelly Burt
Diane
Wendi
Barb
Catie
Heather
AmyWi
ElinWil

3.0 - 3.3

ALL SHORTS
RI TSSELL RUSSELL
REGULARS CREWS
& PANTS

__,

Congratulates its members .~
on academic excellence

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

REGULAR HIGH COTIONS
REGULAR FLEECE

UNIVERSITY
~9.':/!2

Sigma Sigma Sigma

COACH EDDY'S

Panther Sport Shoppe

IRREGULAR CREWS

1111

,,

~;i \~

V

_M,ATH

"""

- ~ *,t• •

i •

• : : • • • • ••

Julie Bennett
Jennifer Butzinger
Tracey Church
Brandi Dempsey
Do~ene lnsel
Lon Lynch
• Micbelle Krumholz
Nicole LeWald

Becky Lindblade
Jennifer Maurer
Audrey McKenna
Christy Peloquin
Stacey Sayles
Barb Schoen
Shannon W't't}f§y · · · · -· · · •
Rachel Young

Thursday, February 7, 1991
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Now Leasing

•From page 12
is recruiting class and w-ith his
its effort in recruiting. He added
e more schools pressuring the
atter stages of the process, which
recruiting period.
ting process seemed to be more
ever," Spoo said. "We wanted to
umber at every position and, with
quarterback, we were successful
ity young men who are good athts.
players on their own merits, not
at other schools were looking at

PARKPLACB
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
·Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconies

se recruits may not come in right
an impact on Eastern 's team, but
freshmen and the coaching staff
ir impact for a couple of years.
not be a Jeff Thorne in the group,"
t they're all eager and enthusiastic.
ing at the bottom of the ladder. I
going to provide good competition
itive of a good football team.
progress will be determined in years

Apartments also on 12th St.
Call Anytime 548-14 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

Roma~s

ROC'S r

j

•• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL ••
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Draft Night
·&Shooter Bar Specials

Coleman Hall
Lawson Hall

B

Sat: 16 Tons
tonite at

Doors Open 9pm
$2ll.Q.Cover

Mothe.r's.

I

I

Large (16") =
Sausage Pizza!
$6.95

:
I
I
I
I

Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week
offer expires 3/3/91

-·-ma,."'

$ 2.25 Pitchers

I
I
I
I
I

$1.25 Longnecks
7 5 ¢ Kami Kazi
25¢ Hotdogs
Buy it, sell it,
Rent it, tell it,
ALL in the

Deadline 2 pm
1 day before
the ad will run

DailY- Eastern News
,,

TUXEDO RENTALS
616 SIXTH STREET
CHARLESTON IL, 61920
345-3050

,

A

._I

(Lite & Genuine Draft) :;, . . . .

L'S CUSTOM CARE CLEANERS
FEATURING:

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

~0~®®J1J~ ~ £)~

909 18th Street
Charleston
348-1515

I
I
I
I
I

815 Broadway
Mattoon
234-6442

I

·1

I
I

I
I

••

PLEASE PRESENI' IBIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

••••••••••••••••••••

••

FOR A SPECIAL VALENTINE
4 BALLOON PACKAGE SPECIALS
$6.95 - $8.95 - $10.95 - $12.95

OK
CREATE YOUR OWN!

,,

GIFT IDEAS GALORE

(
(

CANDIES • STUFFED ANIMALS • BALLOONS

SJ\'& Stv
1X

rd Bar

OPEN

r@\

&

Eve1yday 11-3
Sund"y 12-12

~

-Stix now

Ii~ pizza!

(4-9 pm M-F 12-2 pm & 4-9 pm Sat & Sun)

-THURSDAYLunch 11-1:30

BLT, Pickle, Chips $2. 75
Dinner4-8

led Chicken Breast Sandwich, chips & pickle $3.25
Miller Lite Pitcher $2.50
omma Lou's Black Cherry Cola $1.75
Maui Volcano Shots $1.50
Heineken Bottle $1.1 o
Bud (Family) 20 oz. $1.15
nt this ad upon delivery for Large 1 ingredient pizza $6.95

"A Splash of Class"
'I

GREAT VARIETY OF VALENTINES
From Red Hot to Sentimental and Sweet

TOKENS FILM CENTER
-- DOUBLE PRINTS
-- EVERYDAY
OVERNIGHT
SERVICE

SUPPORT THE TROOPS!
OPERATION
DESERT STORM
HATS, T-SHIRTS, ETC ...
DONATIONS WILL BE MADE WITH
EACH PURCHASE.

LIMITED
SUPPLIES

ORDER
EARLY

•••••••••••••••
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Wrestling team drops early High, Price head I
lead, falls to Northern 25-17 of '91 football rec
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Eastern 's wrestling team got off to the quick
start that head coach Ralph McCausland wanted
to, but was unable to hold on for a victory.
The Panthers jumped out to a 15-0 lead before
dropping a hard-fought 25-17 decision to Northern
Illinois Wednesday night at Chic Evans Field
House in DeKalb.
The Panthers were forced to mix up their lineup
at several weight classes on the night. Junior Bob
Johnson and sophomore Tom Carroll both wrestled
at a higher weight class than they normally do.
With the injury to Gino Fioravanti and Tim
O'Malley, who was diagnosed as having strep
throat earlier in the day, Eastern had to forfeit two
matches.
''.You can't forfeit two matches and expect to
win," McCausland said. "That's a 24 point swing
in the match.
"It was a wild night. It was kind of like a chess
match with all the changes in the lineup."
Freshman John Wentz got Eastern off to a good
start with a 5-4 victory over John Wil!ems.

Sophomore John Weber, who improved his record
to 15-9-1, and Ray Serbick (28-11-1), who won
with a forfeit, also picked up points for the
Panthers.
The loss, Eastern's sixth straight, dropped the
Panthers' record to 3- 7. Despite the defeat,
McCausland was pleased with his team's performance.
"The match could have gone either way,"
McCausland said. "It was definitely within our
grasp; we just came up a little short.
"Asking guys to go up weights like we did is
really asking a lot from them. I think the guys put
up a valiant effort, but we just came up a little
short."
With the match tied at 15, Johnson was defeated
by Jim Ko_ssakowski of Northern Illinois and
Carroll was pinned at 2:38.
. "Carroll had a nice throw - he put his man on
his back, but he did not follow through and wound
up getting pinned," McCausland said.
The Panthers look to end their losing streak on
Sunday, when Tennessee-Chatanooga invades
Charleston for a l :30 p.m. match up against
Eastern in Lantz Gym.

By RYAN CUNNINGHAM

Staff editor

Eastern head football coach
Bob Spoo announced Wednesday
that the Panthers recruited two
area standouts for the 1991 season.
Mattoon High School products
Willie High and Curtis Price were
among the 21 players landed by
Eastern.
The recruiting class consists of
19 high school standouts and two
junior college transfers, both of
whom are both from Triton
Community College in River
Grove.
High was a two-time All Big 12
running back for Mattoon and was
selected as a Champaign NewsGazette Top 100 pick.
"He (High) can easily perform
on either side of the ball," Spoo
said. "He will be a good receiver
out of the backfield for us."
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Lady Panthers look for home victory vs. Wes
"II

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

Ten of the 11 players on
Eastern 's women's basketball
roster have played in at least 12
of their 19 games this year.
So when Western Illinois
heads to Charleston for a 7:35
p.m. game with Eastern at Lantz
Gym on Thursday, it's no wonder why Western coach Kelly
Hill can't help but joke a little
about her depleted lineup.
"We don't have to travel on a
charter bus anymore - we can fit
in a station wagon and save a
little money in our budget," Hill
said.
The Westerwinds, plagued by
injuries this season, have only
seven players on their roster.
Three starters and one reserve
were hit with the injury bug and
are out for the year, while one of
Hill's players left the team for
personal problems and another
for disciplinary reasons.
Although Western, 8-12 overall and 3-8 in the Gateway
Conference, has had a tough
time of late, Hill said her players' attitudes are still optimistic.
"I think our players' heads
are up," Hill said. "We feel
we're still in a position to really
surprise some people throughout
the year in our last couple of
games.
"Some of the losses have
been more than devastating we've lost three starters now
and one reserve (personal reasons, disciplinary, injury-related). It's really been tough for
us."
Hill said that the biggest
adjustment her team has had to
make is in its practice sessions.
"Obviously practice has taken
a new twist," said Hill, whose
team is in eighth place in the
league. "We're very limited with
what we can do with seven people. We don't practice very long
any more - 45 minutes to an
hour.
"We've eliminated some
things from our daily routine.
We're getting a lot of time for
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Coach Barbara Hilke watches her
7:30 p.m. Thursday at Lantz.
individual help because we have
three coaches. The player-coach
ratio is great, so there are_ some
highlights there, too."
And the roster changes have
forced Hill and her team to set
new goals for their remaining
schedule.
"We've had to revamp every
single goal that we've set.
Traditionally our coaching style
and the style of our team has
been to run and to press and
play full-court pressure <!.efense,
and those are obviously things
we 're incapable· of doing at this
point.
"Our goal is to keep our
seven players healthy that are
remaining and to maintain some
continuity and spirit in our team
and hopefully play well enough
to still beat a few teams."
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke,
however,
said
that
the
Westerwinds will still be a
formidable opponent for her
Lady Panthers.

Lady Panthers P!·actice at Lantz Gym. Eastern hosts Western Illinoisat

Gateway Basketball
Standings
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"The core that they have left
are really talented ballplayers,
and together, they'll create a lot
of problems for us," Hilke said.
"The thing about that is, most of
those players (that are left on
the Western lineup) are the ones
that played against us and that
we had a struggle with. The kids
that have left didn't play against
us anyhow."
Eastern (8-) l, 3-7) stands in a
tie for sixth place in the
Gateway and is looking for its
first conference win at Lantz in

six games, a fact that Hilke herself tried to downplay.
"We're going to get a charter
bus and roll it through
Charleston and we 're going to
pull it up to our door and act
like it's a whole new place," the
12th-year coach said. "You can't
dwell on that - you just have to
go out and play."
The Lady Panthers have three
starters averaging in double figures, led by senior center Stacy
Frierdich's 14.8 per game.
Junior guard Tracy Roller adds
13.6 per contest, while senior
forward Beverly Williams
dumps in 13.3.
Sophomore Karen McCaa
starts at point guard for Eastern,
and fellow sophomore Heather
Youngman joins Williams in the
front court.
The Westerwinds are led by
super freshman Michelle Nason,
a guard that is averaging 13.7
ppg. Nason, the 1990 Iowa Miss
Basketball, has led the nation in
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